irriGREY Filter

For greywater diversion device reuse applications

- Suitable with Netafim Bioline (Tiran) dripperline from a domestic greywater diversion device (GWDD)

Features

- Unique 3 dimensional filter element to collect lint and hair from greywater while ensuring minimum cleaning required
- Easy process to clean or replace element
- Designed to be installed downstream of the GWDD
- Filter comes with filter bracket to mount on wall and spanner for opening housing to clean/replace element
- Recommended to install Netafim DNL Valve upstream of filter as a quick relief valve to stop back pressure on pump if filter blocks.

Specifications

- 20mm Female inlet and outlet
- Maximum pressure 5 Bar
- Flow rate range from 600 to 6,000l/hr
- Dimensions: 320mm long x 140mm diameter
- Polypropylene housing, EDPM seal and polyurethane filter element
- UV resistant
- irriGREY Filter supplied with one element pre-installed
- Additional elements are available in either single pack (part #00060-004600) or 4 pack (part #00060-004700)
irriGREY Filter

Potential Greywater Source: basin, shower, washing machine

Inspection point

40 - 50mm

DIVERSION DEVICE

Typically 100 - 200l capacity

Float

Surge Tank

Finished Ground Level

Sewer

Submersible Pump with 24 hr timer

SOIL MOISTURE SENSOR (Optional)

Water in Soil

NETAFIM DRIPPERLINE

NETAFIM irriGREY FILTER

NETAFIM DNL VALVE
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